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Activities Summary

Chinese Culture Name Venue Min-Max Duration

Chinese Calligraphy Excluded 10-25 Approx. 1 guest 
per 5 min

Fortune Teller (Palm 
Reader)

Excluded 10-25 Approx. 1 guest 
per 5 min

Paper Cutting Art Excluded 10-25 Approx. 1 guest 
per 5 min

Chinese Knots Craft Excluded 10-25 Approx. 1 guest 
per 5 min
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Food & Wine Name Venue Min-Max Duration*

Wine Appreciation Session Excluded 15-25 1,5h

Portuguese/Macanese 
Cuisine Workshop

TBD 10-120 3,5h

Food Safari Macau Centre or 
Taipa Village

10-300 2-3h

Egg Tart Making Factory 10-16 2h

* whole activity



Activities Summary
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Morning/
Relaxing

Name Venue Min-Max Duration*

Nature Trail Walk Coloane Island 10-90 2h

Tai-Chi Session Excluded 10-25 1h

Yoga Class Excluded 10-25 1h

Life Style Name Venue Min-Max Duration

Flowers Arrangements Excluded 8-25 1h*

Feng Shui for Home & Office 
Workshop

Excluded 10-15 20 min/ one 
round

* whole activity
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Sport / 
Adventure

Name Venue Min-Max Duration*

Dragon Boat Race Nam Van Lake 44-300 2-3h

Skywalk Macau Tower 160 2 h

Sky Drumming Macau Tower 10-120 60-120m

* whole activity

Activities Summary



Chinese Culture
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Chinese painting is one of the oldest arts in the
world.

Painting in the traditional style involves the same techniques
as calligraphy and is done with a brush dipped in black ink.

How does it work:
A Chinese Calligraphy master will write the names of guests
or greeting words on a scroll and give to guests as gifts.

Duration: Approx. 1 guest per 5 min
Group size: 10-25 persons
Includes: Chinese calligraphy master; 100pcs of scrolls;
paper materials; stationeries; support staff and all taxes.
Excludes: venue rental

Chinese Calligraphy



Chinese Culture
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In China there are many ways of "calculating one's
fate," most of which are based on traditions that can
be traced back thousands of years.

Fortune telling in China is still used to predict a person's
future and to calculate prosperous days for weddings,
funerals, opening of a business or harvesting the crops.

How does it work:
Would you like to have your future predicted?

Duration: Approx. 1 guest per 5 min
Group size: 10-25 persons
Includes: professional fortune teller; support staff and all
taxes.
Excludes: venue rental

Fortune Teller (Palm reader)



Chinese Culture
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Paper-cutting, a very distinctive visual art of Chinese
handicrafts.

You will be amazed by the true to life expressions of the
figure's sentiment and appearance, or portrayal of natural
plants and animals' diverse gestures.

How does it work:
A paper cutting master will shape out the outline of guests
onsite with his scissors art, and give to guests as gifts!

Duration: Approx. 1 guest per 5 min
Group size: 10-25 persons
Includes: professional paper cutting artist; 100pcs of framed
paper-cutting silhouette; paper materials ; support staff and
all taxes.
Excludes: venue rental

Paper cutting Art



Chinese Culture
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Knot craft is one of Chinese ancient folk arts dating
as far back as 3,000.

In the traditional Chinese folklore, the knot is deemed to be
the best ornament as well as a mascot, which wards off
evils and attracts auspiciousness.
“Knot", in Chinese language, has the meanings of reunion,
friendliness, marriage, love etc.

How does it work:
Chinese knot master will teach workshop participants making
knots techniques.

Duration: Approx. 1 guest per 5 min
Group Size: 10-25 persons
Includes: Chinese knots master; all the necessary materials;
support staff and all taxes.
Excludes: venue rental

Chinese Knots Craft



Food and Wine
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A program for absolute beginners!

Wine tasting can be described as a sensory evaluation of
flavors, aromas and general characteristics of a wine. The
practice of wine tasting is as ancient as its production,
dating back to 14th century.

How does it work:
A wine expert from the Wine Society of Macau conducts the
whole experience. He will present the Portuguese wines with
a brief introduction about how to distinguish flavors and wine
types followed by a tasting.
The number of wines tasted will vary from 3 to 4, ranging
from reds, whites and roses.
Duration: 1,5 hours (each session)
Group size: 10-25 persons
Venue: (not included)
Includes: : wines; support staff; event management fee and

all taxes

Wine Appreciation Session



Food and Wine
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Macau is famous for its marvelous cuisine which is a
fusion of the Portuguese and Chinese influences, that
leaded to creation of Macanese way of cooking.

Delegates will experience the art and flavour of
Portuguese/Macanese cuisine.

How does it work:
The program will start with a stroll to the local products market,
where the group will need to select and buy the freshest and the
best ingredients. Then, with the chef’s guidance, they will cook the
food they purchased in the market just in time for lunch where they
will fest. Participants will prepare full set meal. During preparation
teams will be evaluated by the taste and the composition of the
meal.
Duration: 3,5 hours
Group size: 10-120 persons
Venue: depends on venues availability
Includes: : transportation; pocket money; colour bandanas;

awards for winning team; all activity utensils ; chef hats and
aprons for guest; venue rental; chef fee; guest insurance ; staff;
event management fee; all taxes

Portuguese/Macanese Cuisine Workshop



Food and Wine
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Discover Macau’s and its Islands heritage by its
taste!
The best way to sightseen Macau is while tasting its
marvellous fusion cuisine with Portuguese and Chinese
influences.
The Macau Food Safari will take guests on a culinary trip
giving the opportunity to participants experience some of
the best Macanese, Portuguese and Chinese dishes in
typical restaurants located in the UNESCO World Heritage
Historic Centre of Macau.

Get on this journey and get to know the secrets behind the 
taste!

How does it work:
Each group of 10-15 persons is accompanied by a tour guide
through this gastronomic activity.
The groups will stop at the different “food stations” to try the
various delicacies, while the tour guide will explain about
them.
We advise guests to wear comfortable clothes and shoes

Duration: 2-3h
Group size: 10-300 persons
Venue: Macau city center
Includes:Finger food; 2 way transportation (coach and tour 
guides);tour guides;english leaflet (food info); waters; 
insurance; support staff; event management fee; all taxes.

Food Safari



Food and Wine
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Be an Eggspert!
Have you ever wondered how to make the legendary egg 
tarts of Macau?
Egg tarts evolved from the very similar Portuguese egg tart 
pastries, known as pastel de nata. This pastry was created 
more than 200 years ago by Catholic Sisters in Lisbon and 
now you can learn this recipe too!

In this workshop you will be taught how to bake one of the 
region's favourite by our "eggspert".

How does it work:
Under the guidance of a professional pastry chef, each team will 
learn how to bake this wonderful pastries. Starting witrh an 
introduction to the eggtart and its traditions, what will be done and 
the necessary techniques to bake the pastries. After introduction, 
the baking step by step, starting with the doe, the filling and the 
oven baking.In the end, guests will taste their eggtarts and take a 
few home. We advise guests to wear comfortable clothes and shoes 

Duration: 2h
Group size: 10-16 persons
Venue: pastry factory
Includes: venue; pastry master; all necessary materials; support 
staff and all taxes: transportation; event management fee

Egg Tart Making Workshop



Morning/Relaxing
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Coloane Island is known as a Green Lungs of Macau.

Island has a reputation for its laid-back lifestyle and as an 
idyllic retreat from downtown. More than 90 per cent of 
the total area is covered by woods, parks and gardens. 

Coloane's 11 trails range from family walks and exercise 
trails to ancient routes. Away from the city rush and 
surrounded by nature you will be able to find balance 
between your body and soul.

How does it work:
Guests will gather in the Westin Resort in order to go on the walking

tour to the picturesque scenery of Coloane hills’ trails.
Comfortable cloths,  shoes and  adventurous mood is 
required.
Duration: 2 hours
Group size: 10-90 persons
Venue: Coloane Island trails
Includes: guest insurance; support staff; event management 
fee and all taxes

Nature Trail Walk in Coloane Island



Morning/Relaxing
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Chinese Tai-chi as a form of exercise has existed for
over 2,000 years.

The Chinese characters for Tai Chi Chuan can be translated
as the ‘Supreme Ultimate Force’, often associated with the
concept of yin yang.

This is the notion that one can see a dynamic duality:
male/female, active/passive or dark/light. Teams will learn
the graceful flow of movements and the Tai Chi basic
principles.

How does it work:
Exercise will be conducted by the Tai-Chi Master.
Both options outdoor and indoor are possible.

Duration: 1 hour
Group size: 10 minimum
Venue: (not included)

Includes: Tai Chi master; support staff and all taxes

Tai-Chi Session



Morning/Relaxing
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In Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism the word Yoga
means "spiritual discipline“.

Five main principles of yoga.
Proper relaxation
Proper exercise
Proper breathing
Proper diet
Positive thinking and meditation
Let the experience yoga master introduces you to the yoga
philosophy and helps you to enjoy relaxing exercises and
fell the harmony between your body and soul.

How does it work:
Yoga master will adapt exercise level for the participants
requirements. Depending on the client’s request workshop will
be held in the chosen venue.

Duration: 1 hour
Group size: 10-25 persons
Venue: (not included)
Includes: Yoga master; yoga mattress and all taxes

Yoga Class



Life Style
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The Flower Arrangements Course is the perfect
introduction to flower design.

Enjoy creation, colors, textures and flowers. Flower
Arrangement Course is the perfect experience to share with
your team.

How does it work:
Participants will spend a very special time with the French Floral
Designer from Paris and learn the floral design technics from the
basic to the more professional ones.
Bridal Bouquet, French Round Bouquet, Table Centerpiece,
structural, Romantic arrangement and much more!

Duration: 2-4h
Group size: 8-25 persons
Venue: (not included)
Included: Professional florist teacher; flowers and all
necessary materials; staff; management fee and all taxes.

Flower arrangements workshops



Life Style
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Feng Shui is an ancient art and science developed
over 3,000 years ago in China.

It is a complex body of knowledge that reveals how to
balance the energies of any given space to assure health
and good fortune for people inhabiting it.

How does it work:
A Feng Shui Master will give a lecture regarding the Feng Shui
concept and techniques.
Participate in the Feng Shiu workshop and learn how to attract
positive energy to your home, and life.

Duration: upon request
Group size: 10-15 persons
Venue: (not included)
Included: Feng Shui master; support staff; management fee
and all taxes

Feng Shui for Home & Office Workshop



Sport/Adventure
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Dragon Boat Racing dates back over 2000 years to the
Chinese legend of Qu Yuan.

Today, is one of the fastest growing athletic events in the world.
Dragon Boat Racing is not only fun but also the perfect Team
Building exercise.
The concept behind this is to make it both competitive and
cooperative and to associate the Dragon Boat racing with the
client corporate values.

How does it work:
Participants will be separated in several teams, each of the teams is
composed by “Rowers” and one “Drummer”. While the drummers
will compete for the, balance, the noise, for the joy and for
energizing their rowers, the rowing group will compete for the finish
line.
Duration: 2-3h
Group size: 44-300 persons
Venue: Nam Van Lake
Includes: 2 way transportation; all boat equipment: dragon boats,
safety boats, life jackets, and professional steerer; colour
bandanas; first-aid team (RED CROSS); waters; cloak room; awards
for winning team; guests insurance; support staff; event
management fee; all taxes

Dragon Boat Race



Sport Activities
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Macau Tower offers the best views of Macau and it’s the
perfect place to enjoy a walk, 233 meters high.

Skywalk is an adventure that make hair raising in your head.
Test your nerves on Skywalk and enjoy the stunning view of
Macau while you are walking on the top of the tower 233 meters
/ 764 feet high. Ready for a walk on the wild side?

How does it work:
Group under the supervision of the instructor will take a walking
tour around the outer rim of the tower.
Second part of the tour will be walk in Macau’s downtown.

Duration: 20 minutes / one round
Group size: 5-100 persons
Venue: Macau Tower
Includes: all equipment, staff; management fee and All taxes

Skywalk



Sport Activities
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Team energy with high adrenaline, the only in the
world!

Imagine yourself and your colleagues drumming all together
at 233 meters off the ground.
Macau Tower offers the best view of Macau and in recent
years has been used for a variety of adventurous activities.

How does it work:
In the Sky Drumming the guests will be under the supervision of an
instructor that will take the group in a walking tour around the
outer rim of the tower. During the activity guest will participate in
the exciting drumming session run by the enthusiastic Human
Rhythm instructor.
Those who don’t want to go on the skywalk will join the group on
the drumming session from in-doors.

Duration: 60-120 minutes
Group size: 10 - 120 persons
Venue: Macau Tower
Includes: Drums; staff; insurance; event management fee and all
taxes
Excludes: Venue rental

Sky Drumming



MACAU
+853 2888 5500
info@smallworldexperience.com
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VIETNAM
+84 902 511 201
info-vn@smallworldexperience.com

Team-building-Vietnam.com

HONG KONG
+852 6556 3684
info-hk@smallworldexperience.com

Teambuilding-hongkong.hk

CHINA
+86 756 8913 799
info-ch@smallworldexperience.com

Teambuildingchina.net

www.facebook.com/smallworldexperience
www.youtube.com/user/EventManagementMacau

i.youku.com/smallworldexperience

Video Channels Social Media
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